I am not in the OA (order of arrival)!

Did I make the race for nothing?
However: I started
well, I sailed the
course and I
finished .....

I am not in the
finishing order

!

I finished behind Mathilde and
in front of Felix.
In the hand
writing arrival I
have one sail N°
unknown and
some others
which are not
on finishing
list…! can you
check?

What can I do?

in the scoring office (restricted area- forbidden to competitors)

?

With the counter-arrival and
the tape recorder arrival
we should be able to resolve
those problems!!

SCORER

Instead of “giving a death rattle”, goes rather to the race
office to lodge “a request for redress” for a scoring
enquiry

- My score will be
worst, since I will
be scored DNF! I
will score more
points than my
arrival rank.
And… it is not my
fault!!!!

You must write your request on a paper (form OR
white sheet) and not only to speak with
somebody. Do not forget to make record of this
document with asking to write the lodging time
on it by the RO or the jury or race “officer”.

Youpiiii…. I
found it. we can
insert it in the
order of arrival
….5432/him
2954/1234 …
You will be
scheduled to
a hearing with a RC
representative
for the hearing of your
request, in order to find
a solution with your problem

OR
OU
Contestation classement

CAS N°

Course 2

Formulaire de réclamation
aussi pour demande réparation

Course 2
Moi

Moi

2954

2954
J’ai pris le
départ, j’ai fait
tout le parcours
et je suis arrivé
derrière
Mathlide 5432 et
devant Félix

1234. Le
comité de
course m’a
oublié dans

réception …
Réservé au comité de
course
Sinon devient

JURY

OR I don’t find it, but
there are blanks in the
OA…. The sea was
very sharpy,
that was not easy to
work on the finishing
boat l. Is necessary to
forward to the jury for
hearing

In this case: The document that you lodged, (form or white
sheet) will be as a protest form
The lodging time of your scoring enquiry (form or white sheet)
will be the reference for the RRS 62.2, without you needing to
fill out another document ..... which could be “to late” and to
deprive to you of your rights
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62
REDRESS
62.1
A request for redress or a protest committee's decision to consider redress shall be based on a claim or possibility that a boat's score in a race or
series has, through no fault of her own, been made significantly worse by
(a)
an improper action or omission of the race committee, protest committee or organizing authority, but not by a protest committee
decision when the boat was a party to the hearing;
62.2

The request shall be in writing and be delivered to the race office no later than the protest time limit or two hours after the incident, whichever is
later. The protest committee shall extend the time if there is good reason to do so.

